
Investigate the
hidden world
underground by
creating a
magnetic metal
detector and a
humidity meter to
analyse the soil’s
contents.
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Measuring moisture in
the soil: 
connect a nail to the 3V pin with
a croc clip and connect the other
nail to the P0 pin. We read the
voltage on P0 pin using analog
read pin block which returns a
value between 0 and 1023 (max
humidity).

Use IF/ELSE IF blocks to select between mode 1 and 2. 

We add a pause so
that the micro:bit
can take a break! 

Selecting between different modes of
operation:

Set the variable
result to store
the humidity
whenever mode 1
is triggered.

Understanding your measurements:
The combination of water and soil nutrients makes the
soil have some conductivity. So, the more water there is
in the soil, the larger will be the current measured by
the micro:bit.

We will add
more blocks
here in the
next steps
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Share your success! Go to:

www.parkhousehub.org/summerschool

The metal detector will only pick-up ferrous
metals (those with iron). Go around your home
testing different types of metals to find a
selection of ferrous objects. Try burying an
object and testing what is the maximum depth
your micro:bit would be able to still detect it
before it loses signal. 

Environment:
The circuit in the moisture sensor above connects
directly to the 3V pin so it is always using electricity.
We can make our micro:bit more energy efficient by
moving the croc clip from 3V to P1 and turn the
voltage to the maximum 3V (which has the value
1023) only while the measurement is taken. This will
also avoid corrosion of the probes.

Creating different modes of operation: 
create a variable called mode and set it to  0 at the start. Use Button A to set mode to 1 and
Button B to set mode to 2. Also set the maximum readings expected for each of the two
modes.

Measuring magnetic
force: 
use the compass to measure the 
magnetic force along the X axis
of the micro:bit. Set the variable
result to store the magnetic force
whenever mode 2 is triggered.

Plotting result on the
screen: 
Add a separate IF statement in the
forever loop to allow result to be
shown using plot bar graph. You need
to slot this block before the pause
block.

Challenge:

Add extra features:

Finally, soil moisture changes very slowly so we don’t need to measure it all the time!!! You
could add a sleep of 5 seconds to further reduce the use of the probes.

You can lower
maxReading to increase

the sensitivity of your
graph.


